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Contact Information

Section 1
Introduction

2

Learning Objectives
Contact

Information

1. Understand key differences between real estate and a
business and the implications on value
2. Discuss skills required of a business appraiser
3. Recognize factors suggesting the existence of intangible
values
4. Overview of various types of intangibles
5. Discuss going concern and liquidation value premises of
value
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Introduction - Differences between Real Estate and
Businesses Contact Information
 Risk
– Typically greater risk for businesses
– Broader forms of competition
– Management much more important
– Intangibles create value
– Numerous other considerations
 Cash Flow Growth
– Greater growth opportunities for businesses
• Potentially unlimited scale (Google, eBay, others)
• New sites
• New businesses
• Acquisitions
 Implication – Greater difficulty estimating risk and wider range of
possible growth rates suggest valuing a business will be more difficult
in many cases
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Introduction - Skills Required of a Business and
Intangible Asset
Valuation
Specialist
Contact
Information
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Introduction - Valuation of a Business with Potentially
Contact
Significant Real
Estate Information
 Appraisers should carefully consider whether valuation of real estate
and a business jointly make sense.
 Items to consider for “joint valuation”
1.

Do real estate and a business have
a. Same level of risk and required return?
b. Expected future rates of growth?

2.

Would transaction evidence involving businesses with significant
real estate be expected to have same percentage mix of real
estate and intangible value?

3.

Quality of management can have a profound impact on the value
of operating businesses – theoretically, less so for real estate

 If not, is valuation of real estate and business on a combined basis
appropriate?
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Introduction - Intangible Assets Specific to Real
Contact
Estate Intensive
AssetsInformation
 Lease agreements
 Operating Permits / Licenses
 Contracts – supply / customer / other
 Franchise agreement
 Software
 Assembled workforce
 Management contracts
 Trade name
 Others?
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Introduction - High Level Considerations for
Contact
Information
Existence and
Materiality
of Intangibles
 Questions to ask to understand the existence and possible materiality
of intangible assets include:
— What are the various “inputs” in place?
— What are the processes being applied?
— What functions are expenses associated with
 Property maintenance (value in real estate)
 Other (customer acquisition or other expenditures directed at
creating intangible value)
— Does income exceed “expected” amounts? (More about this later
in Excess Earnings Method discussion)
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Real Estate with Possible Intangible Elements of
Contact Information
Value
 Hospitality
— Types - Resorts / casino / golf course / hotel / motel, others
— Possible intangibles - franchise agreement, customer lists,
software, order backlog, specialized protocols, branding,
personnel
 Healthcare
— Types – Hospital / other health care facilities / senior care
facilities
— Possible intangibles – Certificates of need, permits, customer
relationships, supplier relationships, software, protocols, other
 Retail / Other
— Types - Shopping Centers / convenience store / full serve car
wash / office building / storage facility / other
— Possible intangibles – Leases (at or above market rents),
trade names, workforce, management agreements, software,
protocols, other
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Five PrimaryContact
Groups of Information
Intangibles
• ASC 805, Business Combinations, lists five principal classes
of intangible assets:
— Contract–based intangibles
— Marketing-related intangibles
— Customer or supplier-related intangibles
— Technology-related intangibles
— Artistic-related intangibles
• Similar guidance is provided in IVSC Guidance Note 4,
Valuation of Intangible Assets and IFRS 3, Business
Combinations.
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Identification
of Intangibles—Marketing
Contact
Information Related
• Marketing-related intangible assets are primarily used in the
marketing or promotion of products or services. The nonexhaustive listing includes:
— Trademarks, trade names, service marks, collective
marks, certification marks
— Trade dress (unique color, shape, or package design)
— Newspaper mastheads
— Internet domain names
— Non-competition agreements

Source: ASC 805-20-55-14 and IFRS 3 (non-exhaustive list). IVSC, GN 4
paragraph 3.3 and ASC 805-20-55-14 (non-exhaustive list).
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Identification
of Intangibles—Customer
Contact
Information Related
• Customer-related intangible assets related directly to the
customer including:
— Customer lists
— Order or production backlog
— Customer contracts and related customer relationships
— Noncontractual customer relationships

Source: ASC 805-20-55-20 and IFRS 3 (non-exhaustive list). See also IVSC, GN 4
paragraph 3.4.
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Identification
of Intangibles—Artistic
Related
Contact
Information
• Artistic-related intangible assets are those intangible assets of
an artistic nature reflecting the creativity of the creator. These
can include such
items as:
— Plays, operas, ballets
— Books, magazines, newspapers, other literary works
— Musical works such as compositions, song lyrics,
advertising jingles
— Pictures, photographs
— Video and audiovisual material, including motion pictures,
music videos, television programs
Source: ASC 805-20-55-29 and IFRS 3 (non-exhaustive list). IVSC, GN 4 paragraph 3.6 provides a
similar but abbreviated listing of artistic-related intangibles.
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Identification
of Intangibles—Contract-Based
Contact
Information
•

Contract-based intangible assets are established by contracts and
include:
— Licensing, royalty, standstill agreements
— Advertising, construction, management, service or supply
contracts
— Lease agreements
— Construction permits
— Franchise agreements
— Operating and broadcast rights
— Servicing contracts such as mortgage servicing contracts
— Employment contracts
— Use rights such as drilling, water, air, timber cutting, and route
authorities

Source: ASC 805-20-55-31 and IFRS 3 (non-exhaustive list).
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IdentificationContact
of Intangibles—Technology
Information Based
• Technology-based intangible assets protect or support
technology and include:
— Patented technology
— Computer software and mask works
— Unpatented technology
— Databases, including title plants
— Trade secrets, such as secret formulas, processes,
recipes

Source: ASC 805-20-55-38 and IFRS 3 (non-exhaustive list). IVSC, GN 4 paragraph 3.5 provides a
similar listing of technology-related intangibles.
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Definitions—Going
Concern
and Liquidation Value
Contact
Information
 Going Concern Value—The value of a business enterprise that is expected to
continue to operate into the future. The intangible elements of Going Concern
Value result from factors such as having a trained work force, an operational
plant, and the necessary licenses, systems and procedures in place. [IGBVT]
 Liquidation Value—The net amount that would be realized if the business is
terminated and the assets are sold piecemeal. Liquidation can be either
"orderly" or "forced.”
 Orderly Liquidation Value—Liquidation value at which the asset or assets are
sold over a reasonable period of time to maximize proceeds received. [IGBVT]
 Forced Liquidation Value—Liquidation value, at which the asset or assets are
sold as quickly as possible, such as at an auction. [IGBVT]
 The liquidation value and going concern value of specific assets may differ
dramatically depending on the characteristics of the asset and the facts and
circumstances unique to the business. For a going concern, the liquidation
value of an asset would often be significantly reduced (or $0) as the value of
many assets can often best be recognized as a part of a ongoing business
enterprise.
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Contact Information

Section 2
Valuation Theory

17

Learning Objectives
Contact

Information

1. Recognize challenging issues impacting business
valuations
2. Overview different stages of development of a business
and related valuation methods
3. Discuss differences between invested capital and equity
as basis for valuation
4. Overview of types of financial statement adjustments
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Business Valuation
Basics
Contact
Information
 Conceptually, the value of a business is based on the future cash flows
from the business. This suggests that a discounted cash flow model is
preferred. DCF models can be an area where opinions differ.
 The Market Approach is often used although this approach has
challenges as well
— Are guideline public companies meaningfully comparable to the
subject business enterprise? Challenges in using public company
pricing multiples include
 Comparability
 Potentially wide range of multiples for public firms
 Public firm stock prices are fairly volatile
— Acquisitions of businesses can be used. Challenges include:
 Comparability
 Potential synergies
 For acquisitions by private firms, data cannot be confirmed.
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ChallengingContact
Business Valuation
Issues
Information
 Review of tax and civil court cases confirms there are many
challenging issues impacting the development of valuation estimates
 A few challenging issues include
— Valuation of early stage firms with potential for rapid growth and
high degrees of uncertainty
— Inclusion of synergies
— Earnings normalization
— Selection of “comps”
— Development of appropriate projections of future cash flows
— Discount rate development
— Adjustments for the control and marketability of an equity interest
in a firm
— Numerous other
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Differences Contact
between Public
and Private Firms
Information
PRIVATE FIRMS

PUBLIC FIRMS

Less mature

More mature

Smaller size

Larger size

“Insiders” own stock

More external stock ownership

Less mgmt. depth

Greater management depth

Lower quality information

Higher

Less disclosure

More disclosure

Long-term view

Short-term view

Taxes important

Earnings per share important

Less liquid

More liquidate

Concentrated control

Less concentrated

Limited share market

Greater share market
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Ways to View
Types of Business
Enterprises
Contact
Information
 Different types of businesses will be valued differently –
IBM, $30mm revenue manufacturing business, corner dry
cleaner, other
 Various factors can help differentiate the type of business
and help determine appropriate methods and assumptions
— Size
— Shareholder Base – Types of shareholders (VC / PE
funds or families)
— Transferability / Ability to Sell – Personal vs. business
goodwill
— Other
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Stages of Development
Contact Information
 Stage 1
— No product revenue to date
— Limited expense history
— Incomplete management team with an idea, plan, and possibly
some initial product development
— Seed capital or first-round financing provided by friends and
family, angels, or venture capital firms focusing on early-stage
enterprises
— Securities issued sometimes common stock but more commonly
preferred stock (virtually always convertible to common stock)
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Stages of Development
(cont.)
Contact Information
 Stage 2
— No product revenue
— Substantive expense history, product development is under way,
and business challenges are thought to be understood
— Second or third round of financing occurs during this stage
— Typical investors are venture capital firms, which may provide
additional management or board of directors’ expertise
— Securities issued to those investors are preferred stock
 Stage 3
— Significant progress in product development
— Key development milestones met (e.g., hiring of a management
team)
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Stages of Development
(cont.)
Contact Information
 Stage 3 (cont.)
— Development is near completion (e.g., alpha and beta testing)
— No product revenue yet
— Later rounds of financing occur
— Typical investors are venture capital firms and strategic business
partners
— Securities issued to those investors are in the form of preferred
stock
 Stage 4
— Key development milestones (e.g., first customer orders or first
revenue shipments)
— Some product revenue, but still operating at a loss
— Typically, mezzanine rounds of financing occur
— Discussions start with investment banks for an initial public
offering
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Stages of Development
(cont.)
Contact Information
 Stage 5
— Product revenue is achieved and breakthrough measures of
financial success such as operating profitability or breakeven or
positive cash flows
— Liquidity event of some sort, such as an IPO or a sale of the
enterprise, could occur
— Securities issued typically all common stock, with any outstanding
preferred converting to common upon an IPO (and or other
liquidity events)
 Stage 6
— Established financial history of profitable operations or generation
of positive cash flows
— IPO or sale during this stage
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Valuation Approaches
Stage of Development
Contactand
Information
 Traditional approaches to valuation (GTM, GPCM and
DCF) are not easy to apply for early stage companies
 Valuation approaches for different stages of development
may be appropriate:
— Cost Approach

–

Stage 1 and 2 enterprises

— Market Approach –

Stages 3, 4, 5 and 6

— Income Approach –

Stages 4, 5 and 6
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Income Approach—Business Valuation:
Contact Information
Alternative Methods
 For Income Approach, two methods are available to value a
business:
— Discounted Cash Flow Method (“DCF Method”)
 Project cash flows until cash flows stabilize (as %)
 Residual value (typically from Capitalized Income Method)
 Cash flow includes deductions for capital expenditures and
any working capital required to support growth.
— Capitalized Income Method (“CIM”)
 Assumes growth is stabilized as a percent
 Three key inputs include
– Cash flow base
– Discount rate
– Long-term growth rate
— Excess Earnings Method (EEM)
 A variation of the CIM (can also be viewed as a Cost
Approach)
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Income Approach—Business Valuation:
Contact
Information
Observations
on Alternative
Methods
 For larger firms, CIM is infrequently used. Generally only used to
calculate the residual value of the business once growth is forecast
to stabilize (on a percentage basis).
 CIM is frequently used to value small businesses.
 Market approach uses market data to develop the same value
estimate as the Income Approach.
— The market data in the multiples (after appropriate
adjustments) should capture the risk and growth expectations
of the subject.
— Market approach often does not adequately address non-stable
growth situations.
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Invested Capital is Preferred Basis for Many
Valuations Contact Information
WARA - Asset Based

WACC - Capital Based

Fair Value of Net
Working Capital

Fair Value of
Long Term
Interest Bearing
Debt
+

Fair Value of
Tangible Assets

Market Value of
Invested Capital
=

Fair Value of
Equity

=

Fair Value of
Intangible
Assets
Fair Value of
Goodwill

WACC – Weighted average cost of capital
WARA – Weighted average return on assets
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Calculation of Equity vs. Invested Capital Cash
Contact Information
Flow

Equity Cash Flow

Less
Less
=
Less
=
Less
=

Revenue
Cost of sales
Operating expense
Operating income (EBIT)
Interest expense
Pretax income
Income taxes
Net income

Plus
=
Less
Less
+/–
=

Invested Capital Cash Flow

Less
Less
=

Revenue
Cost of sales
Operating expense
Operating income (EBIT)

Less
=

Taxes on EBIT
Net operating profit after tax (NOPAT)

Depreciation & amortization
Gross cash flow
Increase in working capital
Capital expenditures
Change in debt principal

Plus
=
Less
Less

Depreciation & amortization
Gross cash flow
Increase in working capital
Capital expenditures

Equity Net Cash Flow

=

Invested Capital Net Cash Flow
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Equity vs. Invested
Capital
Cash Flows: Example
Contact
Information
Equity vs. Invested Capital Benefit Measures

Equity

Invested
Capital

Less

Revenue
Cost of sales

Equals
Less

Gross profit
Operating expense

8,000
(4,500)

8,000
(4,500)

Equals
Less

EBITDA
Non-cash items

3,500
(2,000)

3,500
(2,000)

Equals
Less

EBIT
Interest expense

1,500
(300)

1,500
N/A

Interest expense treatment differs

Equals
Less

Pretax Income
Income taxes

1,200
(480)

(600)

Income tax calculation differs

Equals

Net Income

$720

NOPAT

$23,000
(15,000)

$23,000
(15,000)

$900

NOPAT = Net Operating Profit After Taxes (Debt-Free Net Income)
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General Types
of FinancialInformation
Statement Adjustments
Contact
1.

2.

3.

4.

Accounting translation adjustments (Comparability) –
Financial statement adjustments to make the subject (or GPCs)
comparable to peer group (e.g., RMA, GPCs) accounting (e.g.,
LIFO to FIFO, cash to accrual).
Non-recurring adjustments (Predictability) – Adjustment of
historical financial statements to be more predictive of future
financial performance.
Non-operating or excess asset adjustments (Core
Operations) – Adjustments so that the past financial
performance reflects only the economic performance of the core
operations which are expected to continue on an indefinite
basis (and sometimes those non-core operations which are
expected to continue on an indefinite basis).
Discretionary adjustments – Adjustments to eliminate any
discretionary items such as excess officers compensation or
similar factors
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Contact Information

Section 3
Discounted Cash Flow
Method

34

Learning Objectives
Contact

Information

1. Overview of two methods of the Income Approach
2. Discuss “types” of cash flows
3. Discuss types of investments and relative return
requirements
4. Overview of optimal capital structure
5. Discuss common errors with projections
6. Overview of key discount rate assumptions
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Income Approach — Business Valuation: Alternative
Methods Contact Information
• For Income Approach, two methods are available to value a business:
— Discounted Cash Flow Method (DCF Method)
 Project cash flows until cash flows stabilize (as %)
 Residual value (typically from Capitalized Income Method)
 Cash flow includes deductions for capital expenditures and
any working capital required to support growth.
— Capitalized Income Method (CIM)
 Assumes growth is stabilized as a percent
 Three key inputs include
– Cash flow base
– Discount rate
– Long-term growth rate
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Income Approach — Business Valuation: Alternative
Methods Contact Information
• For larger firms, CIM is infrequently used. Generally only used to
calculate the residual value of the business once growth is forecast to
stabilize (on a percentage basis).
• CIM is frequently used to value small businesses.
• Market approach uses market data to develop the same value estimate
as the Income Approach.
— The market data in the multiples (after appropriate adjustments)
should capture the risk and growth expectations of the subject.
— Market approach does not adequately address non-stable growth
situations.
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Capitalized Contact
Income Method
to Valuation
Information

CF0 x (1 + g)
V = ------------------(k – g)
• Three variables:
— CF—Benefit stream to capitalize. Almost always cash flow
stream
— K—Discount rate reflective of risk of cash flows
— G—Expected constant growth factor as a percent
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Discounted Contact
Future Benefits
Formula
Information

Value =

Income 1
(1+k)1

+

Income 2
(1+k)2

+

Income3
(1+k)3

+…

Income n
(1+k)n
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Discounted Contact
Future Benefits—Simplified
Information Formula

n=t

Value =

∑

Income n
n
(1 + k)

+

Terminal value
t
(1 + k)

t

n=1

Terminal value could be many different things depending on what is being
valued:
•

Business—Business enterprise cash flows into perpetuity

•

Land fill, other—Liability to perform remediation

•

Fixed asset, plant, other—Salvage value of an asset
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RelationshipContact
of Return and
Value
Information

Risk
Value

Return
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Types of Cash
Flows—Introduction
Contact
Information
• Investor Specific Cash Flows—Reflect investor specific
expectations
— May not reflect market participant expectation
— Could reflect a single set of projected future cash flows
— If different from market participant cash flows, it is very difficult
to accurately estimate a discount rate for these case flows
• Market Participant Cash Flows—Reflect negotiations between
buyers and sellers in the marketplace
— Reflect market’s perspective on degree of risk
— Incorporate the weighting of views of the market
• Certainty Equivalent Cash Flows—Reflect the weighted
expectation of ALL possible future outcomes
— Rarely viewed as possible
— If projections truly reflect all possible outcomes, risk free rate
would be used
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Required Relationship
Risk and Return
Contact of
Information

Return (CF)

WACC + Premium
WACC
WACC - Discount

Risk (K)
Conservative Cash Flows – WACC less a discount
Market Participant Cash Flows – WACC
Optimistic Cash Flows – WACC plus a premium
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Income RateContact
– DiscountInformation
Rate Relationships

Venture Capital
Junk Bonds
Small Company Stocks

Return

Risk

Large Company Stocks
Corporate Bonds (AAA)
Certificates of Deposit
Treasury Bonds
Treasury Bills
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44

Optimal Capital
Structure
Contact
Information
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Common Errors
in Forecasting
Contact
Information


Unsupported assumptions
— Sales growth not supported by industry analysis or
historical results
— Growth assumptions that ignore affect of new competition
— Significant sales growth without commensurate investment
in working capital or fixed assets
— No analysis of fixed versus variable costs; all costs
assumed to be variable
— Working capital forecast includes interest-bearing debt;
debt is then included in a separate debt principal projection
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Discount Rate
Considerations
Contact
Information
 Selection of Model
— CAPM or Build-Up Method
 Development of Assumptions
— Equity inputs – numerous risk adjustments, market risk, industry
risk, size adjustment, company specific factors
— Debt assumptions
— Tax rate assumptions
— Capital structure assumptions
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Discount Rate
Estimates—Risk
and Rate of Return
Contact
Information
•
•
•

Assets within a business enterprise have different risk and return characteristics
Rate of return of a particular asset is commensurate with its risk
Assets within a business enterprise typically have different liquidity and return characteristic
High

Low

Intangible Assets
Tangible Assets
Degree of
Risk

Liquidity
Receivables
Inventory
Cash

Low

Low

High

Investment
Return
Requirement

High
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Discount Rate Estimates Reconciliation—Weighted
Average CostContact
of Capital Information

WARA - Asset Based

WACC - Capital Based

Fair Value of Net
Working Capital

Fair Value of Long
Term Interest
Bearing Debt
+
Market Value of
Invested Capital

=

Fair Value of
Tangible Assets
=
Fair Value of
Intangible Assets

Fair Value of
Equity
Fair Value of
Goodwill
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Discount Rate Estimates Reconciliation—Weighted
Average CostContact
of Capital Information
• The Weighted Average Cost of Capital (WACC) is the overall rate of
return for an investment in a business enterprise.
• WACC represents the return required for long term debt and equity
capital.
• Long term debt and equity capital are conceptually equivalent to net
assets.
• A business enterprise is an assemblage of a variety of assets
including:
— Working capital
— Tangible assets
— Identifiable intangible assets
— Goodwill
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Contact Information

Section 4
Market Approach

51

Learning Objectives
Contact

Information

1.
2.
3.
4.

Overview basic theory
Discuss relationship of a capitalization rate and a multiple
Overview of three approaches for the Market Approach
Discuss multiples for invested capital and equity valuation
and the appropriate valuation metrics related to each
5. Discuss selection of valuation multiples
6. Overview of Guideline Transaction Method
7. Discuss Prior Transaction Method and its advantages and
disadvantages
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Definition of
the Value
of an Investment
Contact
Information

Future Benefits
Value =
Capitalization Rate
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Gordon’s Constant
Model
ContactGrowth
Information

Normalized Current Cash Flow
Value =
Discount Rate − Growth Rate
OR

CF1
Value =
k −g
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Basic Market
Valuation
Multiple
Contact
Information

Value
1
=
CF1
k −g
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Market Approach
– Three
Methods
Contact
Information
 Guideline Public Company Method
 Guideline Transaction Method
 Prior Transaction Method
— Use of stock prices in recent transactions in the
subject company’s stock
— Possible development of multiples based on recent
transaction
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Valuation Multiples
Contact Information
 Value (or price) can differ from equity to invested capital.
— Market value of equity (MVEq)
 Market value of common stock (if on a total $
basis, computed as number of shares outstanding
times price per share, otherwise as price/share)
 May included market value of preferred stock, if it
is like equity
— Market value of invested capital (MVIC)
 Market value of common stock
 Market value of interest-bearing debt
 Market value of preferred stock
 May subtract cash and equivalents
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Valuation Multiples
Contact(cont’d)
Information
— Deal Price – may include any of:
 Cash paid
 Stock or other securities tendered
 Any debt or liabilities assumed
 Other non-cash items (i.e., non-compete
agreements, employment agreements, extended
pay-outs based on continuing performance of the
company)
 Could vary by terms of the deal
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Valuation Multiples
Contact(cont’d)
Information
 The benefit type (or financial performance metric) used
for the subject must match the benefit type used for the
GPCs.
 The numerator and the denominator of multiples must
match.
— Match MVEq in the numerator with equity benefit
measures in the denominator
— Match MVIC with invested capital benefit measures
 Value and benefits must be measured at the same point
in time or over the same period of time – usually the
latest practical date or period before the valuation date.
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Market Approach
Invested
Capital
Multiples
Contact Information
 Market Value of Invested Capital (MVIC) is defined as
the sum of the market value of common equity,
preferred equity and interest-bearing debt.
 In calculating MVIC, some appraisers deduct cash
and securities and others subtract “excess” cash
(adding the cash back to the value of operations).
 To obtain equity value, interest-bearing capital
structure debt is deducted.
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Market Approach - Invested Capital Multiples (cont’d)

Contact Information

 MVIC is usually paired with
 NOPAT (net operating profit after tax)
 EBIT
 EBITDA
 Sales (service companies and industries with
similar profit margins across companies)
 Book value of invested capital (when earnings are
driven by ownership of tangible assets)
 Total assets
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Market Approach
Equity
Multiples
Contact Information
 Market Value of Common Equity (MVEq) is defined as
the number of shares multiplied by the company’s
closing stock price.
 Stock price should be based on an active market
for the shares.
 In determining how active the market is for the
GPC, one should consider
(1) the numbers of shares traded;
(2) the number of trades per day; and
(3) the number of total shareholders and
institutional shareholders.
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Market Approach
Equity
Multiples
(cont’d)
Contact Information
 MVEq is usually paired with
 Pre-tax income
 Net income (if tax rates are similar)
 Gross cash flow (if tax rates and depreciation are
similar)
 Book value of equity (asset-intensive companies,
holding companies and financial institutions)
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Selecting Appropriate
Multiples
Contact Information
 To have a reasonable basis for comparison, the similar
business should:
— Have a sufficient similarity of qualitative and
quantitative investment characteristics in common
with the subject, such as markets, growth and
economic cycles;
— Have a sufficient amount of available financial and
operating data that can be verified yielding a basis
for ownership exchange and price; and
— Have been consummated in an arm’s length
transaction, as opposed to a forced or distressed
sale.
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QualitativeContact
Evaluation
of Multiples
Information
 Certain valuation methods may be judged to be more important and
relevant than others.
— Guideline public company analysis and guideline transactions
are derived from external comparisons, providing some
assurance of arm’s length basis.
— Rules of thumb provide insight but cannot be verified with
empirical analysis and generally should be supported with other
methods of analysis.
— Prior transactions in subject company shares
— Buy-sell agreements, bona fide offers to buy and analysis of
acquisitions made by the subject company are derived from
internal factors in the subject company, and may not be on arm’s
length basis.
 Generally speaking, the multiples with the least dispersion (the
tightest range or lowest coefficient of variation) are the multiples that
the market relies on in that particular industry.
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Multiple Selection
– Business
vs. Real Estate Valuation
Contact
Information
 Broader range of metrics to consider for business valuation relative to
real estate valuation
— Various financial or operating metrics
— Transactions may include control (or not) or synergies
— Ability to perform detailed analysis of each individual comp
relative to the subject is challenging
 More factors to consider – growth, margins, other
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Qualitative Evaluation of Multiples

Contact Information

 Some of the more common qualitative factors are:
— Size
— Management depth/management succession
— Product / service line diversification
— Geographic diversification
— Market position/market share
— Supplier or customer dependence
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AdjustmentContact
of Multiples
Information
 The operating metric (i.e., the denominator) of the valuation
ratio should be comparable between the guideline company
and the subject.
— For example, a price/EBT multiple of guideline data
should be applied only to the EBT of the subject.
 The numerator and denominator of the multiple must be
consistent.
— For example, an equity price in the numerator should be
associated with returns on equity, such as EBT, net
income, etc.
— For example, invested capital in the numerator should
be associated with returns on invested capital such as
EBIT and EBITDA.
 Adjustment is based on relative comparative factors of
industry, size, growth, business risk and financial risk.
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Guideline Transaction
Method - Definition
Contact Information
 A method within the market approach whereby pricing
multiples are derived from transactions of significant
interests in companies engaged in the same or similar
lines of business. (From International Glossary of
Business Valuation Terms)
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Guideline Transaction
Method - Challenges
Contact Information
 Lack of comparable transactions within meaningful time
period
 Potential synergies
 Use of stock (rather than cash) as partial payment and
need for potential adjustment
 Financial and other elements of transactions between
private firms typically cannot be confirmed
 Asset purchases may have complexities that are not
readily addressed
 Potential need for income statement adjustments –
especially for small or private company acquisitions
 Database consistency
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Prior Transaction
Method
Contact
Information
 Uses actual transaction in the stock
 Conceptually most meaningful approach to value but numerous
challenges
— Few transactions
— Are transactions consistent with premises underlying concept of
FMV?
— If you are valuing 100% of a business enterprise using a small
transaction in shares, significant adjustments may be required
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Contact Information

Section 5
Cost Approach, Goodwill and
Other

72

Learning Objectives
Contact

Information

1. Discuss challenges with use of a Cost Approach (Asset
Accumulation Method) for the valuation of a going concern
2. Compare accounting definition and “general” definition of
goodwill (Wall Street vs. Main Street concepts)
3. Discuss items that create corporate value but are not
assets and are not readily valued on an individual basis
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Goodwill and Intangible Assets – Valuing an
Contact
Information
Operating Business
Using
the Cost Approach
 A prior slide listed a variety of intangible assets that may contribute to
the success of a business.
 This raises the question of whether a business can be valued by
estimating the values of all of the underlying assets of the business
individually and then summing these to reach a value conclusion.
 For businesses that are profitable going concerns with intangible
value, it is not possible to value the business by valuing each
asset (at least as intangible assets and goodwill are defined for
financial reporting purposes).
— Future customers and future technologies cannot be
individually valued but they may be key elements of the
goodwill value of a business.
 Buyers will negotiate prices that recognize the value contribution of
future customers but they are typically not valued individually.
 Many appraisers value intangible assets and goodwill as a group.
(This is the premise of the Excess Earnings Method).
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Goodwill – Wall
Street vs.
Main Street Concepts
Contact
Information
 The term “goodwill” is defined by various bodies in ways that differ
significantly. Definitions include: 1) all intangible assets of a business,
or 2) a “residual” set of undefined intangibles after all other assets
(including many intangibles) have been valued.
— IGBVT – defines goodwill as “that intangible asset arising as a
result of name, reputation, customer loyalty, location, products,
and similar factors not separately identified.”
— IRS Glossary to Publication 551 – defines goodwill as “the value
of a trade or business based on expected continued customer
patronage due to its name, reputation, or any other factor.”
— ASC 350 –defines goodwill separate from other intangible assets.
ASC 350 defines goodwill as “the excess of the cost of an
acquired entity over the net of the amounts assigned to assets
acquired and liabilities assumed. The amount recognized as
goodwill includes acquired intangible assets that do not meet the
criteria in ASC 805, Business Combinations, for recognition as an
asset apart from goodwill.”
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Goodwill Valuation
for Financial
Reporting - Process
Contact
Information
1. Value business enterprise (amount paid for equity plus any assumed
debt)
2. Calculate value of total liabilities and equity (current liabilities plus
long-term liabilities plus equity)
3. Value each individual asset
— Current assets
— Tangible assets
 Real estate
 Fixed assets
— All individual intangible assets that meet asset recognition
criteria for financial reporting
4. From the total of all liabilities and equity (at fair values), the fair values
of all appraised assets is subtracted. The residual represents the fair
value of goodwill.
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Definitions of
Goodwill –Information
Illustrative Example
Contact
 Facts
— The total equity of a business is acquired for $40 million.
— The assets and liabilities are as set forth on the following sheet.
— The business held a favorable contract that had a fair market
value of $1.0 million.
 The following sheet presents the updated balance sheets based on the
two alternative definitions of goodwill.
 Ultimately, the value of all intangibles assets and goodwill can be
calculated:
— Using the Excess Earnings Method; or
— As a residual amount if the business was actually transferred or if
an appraisal using traditional Market and/or Income Approaches
are applied
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Definitions of
Goodwill –Information
Illustrative Example
Contact
Comparative Balance Sheets
Differing Definitions of Goodwill
Under
IGBVT
Definition
Current Assets
Net PP&E
Intangible Assets
Favorable Contract (Lease)
Customer Relationships
Developed Technology
Trade Name
Gooodwill
Total Intangible Assets
Other Assets
Total Assets

$ 10,000,000
20,000,000

Current Liabilities
Long Term Debt
Total Liabilities
Shareholders' Equity
Total Assets and Current Liabilities

6,000,000
15,000,000
21,000,000
40,000,000
$ 61,000,000

1,000,000
N/A
N/A
N/A
30,000,000
31,000,000
$ 61,000,000

Under
Fin'l Reporting
Definition
$

10,000,000
20,000,000

$

1,000,000
12,000,000
3,000,000
5,000,000
10,000,000
31,000,000
61,000,000

$

6,000,000
15,000,000
21,000,000
40,000,000
61,000,000

Notes:
For financial reporting balance sheet, goodwill is a residual amount
after all recognizable intangible assets have been valued.
For traditional goodwill balance sheet, the value of all traditional intangibles
are grouped together.
Favorable contract essentially represents a "non-operating" asset and
has been reported separately in both balance sheets.
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Elements of Goodwill under Financial Reporting
Definition Contact Information
 Future customers
 Future technologies / products
 Buyer specific synergies
 Values from items that don’t meet asset identification requirements
 Questions –
— How do you value the future customers and future technologies
that a firm such as Apple or Google holds?
— How are future customers identified and valued?
— How are future technologies identified and how are they valued?
— What are the implications of this for the valuation of a business
enterprise on an asset by asset basis?
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Value Creating Items that are not Recognized Apart from
Goodwill – ASC
805 PartialInformation
Listing
Contact
 ASC 805-20-55-6 to ASC 805-20-10 provides a nonexhaustive list of intangible assets subsumed into goodwill:
– Customer service capability
– Unidentifiable walk-in customers
– Presence in geographic markets or locations
– Non-union status or strong labor relations
– Ongoing training or recruiting programs
– Outstanding credit ratings
– Access to capital markets
– Favorable government relations
– Assembled workforce
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Value Creating Items that are not Recognized
Apart from Goodwill
– Other
Examples
Contact
Information
 Additional items that may create value in a business but that are not
recognized as intangible assets under financial reporting guidance
include:
– High market share
– Favorable regulatory environment (could be no regulations or
could be regulations that act as a barrier to entry)
– Favorable competitive environment (firms in an industry that
“act cooperatively”)
– Favorable industry structure
– Potential for rapid future growth (this is probably future
customer and/or future technology value)
– Economies of scale
– Exceptionally strong management (subset of assembled work
force on ASC 805 listing)
– Other
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Intellectual Property
Challenges
Contact
Information
 Previous slides noted the many challenges for the valuation of a
business
 Intellectual property represents a share of a business and the valuation
of IP reflects a similar or greater degree of uncertainty
 Challenges include
— IP is one of many assets that drive the cash flows of a business –
how are the business cash flows allocated to different asset classes
(working capital, fixed assets, IP and other intangible business
assets)
— If IP is early stage, there is greater uncertainty with future cash
flows and generally less market data upon which to base a
valuation
— If IP has significant value to potential market buyers, determining
the cash flow impact to those buyers (and the amount they would
pay) is challenging
— Limited transaction evidence
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Contact Information

Section 6
BV Recent Developments
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Learning Objectives
Contact

Information

1. Discuss BV appraiser licensing
2. Discuss Certified in Entity and Intangible Valuations
designation
3. Overview of Mandatory Performance Framework as it
relates to certain business valuation projects
4. Overview of performance and documentation
requirements related to the Income Approach
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Selecting a Contact
Business Appraiser
Information
 Generally, there are no licensing requirements for individuals
performing business valuations
 The lack of formal licensing requirements led the U.S. Securities and
Exchange Commission to raise concerns about the structure of the
business valuation industry / profession and its impact on the quality of
business valuation services
 There is increasing recognition of the need for competent appraisers
with the expertise to complete assignments
— Newly formed credential – Certified in Entity and Intangibles
Valuation (CEIV) for individuals preparing financial reporting
appraisals
— IRS guidelines for Qualified Appraiser and Qualified Appraisal
— Daubert (expert qualifications) challenges of appraisers
 Caveat emptor!
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Valuation Profession
ContactDevelopments
Information
 As noted previously, a new designation, Certified in Entity and
Intangible Valuations (CEIV) has been offered since mid 2017.
 As part of the development of the CEIV, two documents with guidance
on minimum valuation procedures to perform were issued including:
— Mandatory Performance Framework (MPF)
— Application of Mandatory Performance Framework (AMPF)
 The MPF / AMPF include certain minimum work requirements that
need to be performed and documented for certain valuations
performed for financial reporting.
 Given SEC involvement and involvement of the major valuation
professional organizations (AICPA, American Society of Appraisers,
Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors), the relevance of the
MPF/AMPF as minimum procedures for valuations prepared for
purposes other than financial reporting projects should be assessed.
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Recent Developments - Mandatory Performance
Contact
Information
Framework (“MPF”)
- Introduction
• Several developments impacting BV appraisers have implications for
MTS appraisers.
• Many financial reporting projects are compliance based with little or no
value added. Competition between appraisers to obtain these projects
can lead to significant price competition.
• Low project fees increase the risk that appraisers may not perform
adequate valuation due diligence in completing projects.
• USPAP provides high level standards on the sufficiency of procedures
required to complete an appraisal.
• To increase the quality of certain financial reporting projects, two
Mandatory Performance Framework documents provide more
specific guidance on developing valuations for financial reporting
purposes. The following slides provide key extracts.
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MPF – Preamble – Purpose of MPF

Contact Information

• The Mandatory Performance Framework is a document for valuation
professionals that provides guidance on how much support, in
terms of scope of work and documentation, should be prepared
or obtained when designing, implementing, and conducting
valuations of businesses, business interests, intangible assets,
certain liabilities, and inventory used for management assertions
made in financial statements issued for financial reporting
purposes.
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MPF – Preamble
– Written
Documentation
Contact
Information
• 1.4 Written documentation within the engagement file that supports a
final conclusion of value (referenced in the MPF as ‘work papers’), and
the final valuation report will be referenced collectively as the WORK
FILE unless otherwise specified.
— 1.4.1 The framework requires that the valuation professional
provide within the work file sufficient documentation to support a
conclusion of value such that an experienced professional not
involved in the valuation engagement could review and understand
the significant inputs, analyses, and outputs and how they support
the final conclusion of value.
— 1.4.2 The valuation professional should include sufficient
documentation to support a conclusion of value as identified in
MPF section 1.4.1 within the final valuation report.
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MPF - Preamble
– MPFInformation
Features
Contact
1.8 For the valuation professional, this framework provides the following:
1.8.1 A method to align a valuation engagement with procedures that will meet the
needs of the client and other potential stakeholders in response to the greater focus by
regulators on fair value measurements
1.8.2 A resource to help identify and mitigate ineffective, inefficient, or incomplete
valuation procedures that result in insufficient support for, and auditability of, the final
conclusion of value
1.8.3 A resource for the valuation review process
1.9 For the reporting entity’s management, auditors, and external stakeholders, the use
of the framework promotes the following:
1.9.1 Greater confidence in the valuation professional’s ability to assist the company in
meeting the entity’s internal and external reporting requirements
1.9.2 Greater confidence in the valuation professional’s application of an acceptable
process of evaluation, analysis, and documentation of fair value measurements that may
serve as a basis for management’s financial statement assertions
1.9.3 Greater understanding of the valuation professional’s use of judgment, estimates, and
industry knowledge
1.9.4 Greater consistency in how much documentation is prepared among valuation
professionals
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MPF – Performance Framework Glossary – Key Terms

Contact Information

• Abbreviated Valuation Report – Compared to a comprehensive
valuation report, an abbreviated report condenses the requirements of a
comprehensive valuation report based on criteria agreed upon by the
client and the valuation professional. The final valuation report might not
contain sufficient details for the intended users or expected recipients to
understand the data, analysis, and rationale for the value conclusions (for
example, an abbreviated valuation report includes fewer details within the
report in order to comply with a client’s request or focus the reader’s
attention toward specific content). Although the content of the report may
be less detailed than a comprehensive valuation report, valuation
professionals must conduct a complete valuation analysis that applies
their own analyses and reasoning. Furthermore, valuation professionals
must prepare the work file in alignment with the framework to ensure
sufficient detail exists to support the conclusion of value.
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MPF – General Valuation Guidance - Prospective Financial
Information (PFI)

Contact Information

• A1.4.1 The valuation professional is responsible for evaluating
whether the prospective financial information (PFI) provided by
management is representative of expected value and properly
supported. In circumstances in which the PFI is not representative of
expected value, properly supported, or both, the valuation
professional must determine the most appropriate way to align PFI
and expected value. The valuation professional may elect to (Note:
not an all-inclusive list):
a. request management to revise its PFI,
b. adjust assumptions in PFI
c. use either another present value method (for example, discount
rate adjustment technique (DRAT), expected present value
technique method 1 or 2 (EPVT1 or EPVT2, respectively)), or
d. use an entirely different approach from the income approach
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MPF – General Valuation Guidance - Prospective Financial
Information (PFI) (cont’d)

Contact Information

• A1.4.2 Prospective financial information (PFI) is a broad term
that encapsulates several types of forward-looking financial
information. PFI is any financial information about the future.
The information may be presented as complete financial statements
or limited to one or more elements, items, or accounts. Common
categories include, but are not limited to, break-even analyses,
feasibility studies, forecasts, or projections. This type of information is
commonly prepared for external financing, budgetary purposes, or
calculating the expected return on investments. Furthermore, how the
PFI is expected to be used will usually dictate the type of PFI
prepared.
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MPF – General Valuation Guidance - Prospective
Financial Information
(PFI) Information
(cont’d)
Contact
• A1.4.3 Since PFI represents future expectations, it is, by its very
nature, imprecise. Therefore, the assumptions used in preparation of
the PFI must be reasonable and supportable. In order for the valuation
professional to determine if a PFI for an underlying asset of the
subject entity is reasonable he or she must compare it to the
expected cash flows of the subject interest or entity (for example,
expected cash flows might be determined by using a probabilityweighted scenarios of possible outcomes). In order to achieve this,
the valuation professional must incorporate the most reliable
objective information available.
• A1.4.4 Valuation professionals should understand and document how
the PFI was developed by management. Management may prepare
PFI using a “top-down” method or a “bottoms-up” method or some
combination of the two.
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MPF – General Valuation Guidance - Prospective
Financial Information
(PFI) Information
(cont’d)
Contact
• A1.4.5 Valuation professionals should be aware of the purpose for
which PFI is prepared. In addition, valuation professionals should
understand whether the PFI was prepared using market
participant assumptions. Valuation professionals should strive for
objective, reasonable, and supportable PFI relevant for use in the
valuation process with the understanding that management bias may
exist and, if present, should be properly adjusted to expected cash
flows (reflecting market participant’s assumptions) in the analysis.
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MPF – General Valuation Guidance – PFI
ProceduresContact
to Assess Information
• A1.4.7 Part of the valuation professional’s responsibility is to evaluate
the PFI provided by management for reasonableness in general, as
well as in specific areas. Factors and common procedures to consider
when performing this assessment may include, but are not limited to:
— Comparison of PFI to expected cash flows
— Frequency of preparation
— Comparison of prior forecasts with actual results
— Mathematical and logic check
— Comparison of entity PFI to historical trends
— Comparison to industry expectations
— Check for internal consistency
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MPF – General Valuation Guidance – Prospective
Contact
InformationRequirements
Financial Information
– Documentation
•

A1.4.8 The valuation professional, at a minimum, must document in
writing within the work file, if applicable:
a. The identification of the party or parties responsible for preparation
of the PFI.
b. The process used to develop the PFI from the perspective of a
market participant.
c. The explanation of key underlying assumptions utilized in the PFI
such as revenue forecasts, percentage of market share captured by the
entity or how the projected profit margins compare to those of other
market participants.
d. The steps used in, and results of, testing the PFI for
reasonableness including, but not limited to: a) a comparison of the
PFI to expected cash flows, b) a comparison of the PFI to historical
performance, c) a comparison and evaluation of prior year’s PFI
against actual historical results (when prior PFIs are available), d) an
analysis of the forecast relative to economic and industry expectations.
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MPF – General Valuation Guidance – Prospective Financial
Information – Documentation
Requirements (cont’d)
Contact Information
e. An analysis of any evidence that contradicts management’s
assumptions or conclusions used in their PFI.
f.

The rationale for any adjustments made to management’s PFI.

g. Evidence that a mathematical and logic check was performed.
h. The components of the prospective balance sheet and cash flow
statements, if available.
i.

The market participant capital structure, if applicable.
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MPF – BV Guidance – Discount Rate Derivation –
Contact
Information
Documentation
Requirements
A2.2.2 The valuation professional, at a minimum, must document in writing
within the work file, if applicable:
•

Cost of Equity
i.

The rationale for the selection of a discount rate model or models.

ii.

The source of the risk free rate used (when applicable) in the
calculation and explain the rationale for its selection.

iii. The source or calculation of the equity risk premium (when applicable)
and rationale for its use.
iv. An explanation of the calculation of beta of the guideline public
companies (or other industry risk adjustments) and the rationale for
the method used (or rationale for the use of another source of beta) when
using CAPM.
v. The rationale for selecting the specific beta when using CAPM,
including ‘adjusted betas’.
vi. The amount of size premium, the source of the premium data (if
applicable), and the rationale for selecting the concluded premium (even
if that premium is zero) when applicable.
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MPF – BV Guidance – Discount Rate Derivation –
Documentation
Requirements
(cont’d)
Contact
Information
vii. The amount of company-specific risk adjustment, if any, the rationale for
application of the adjustment, and the objective and quantitative data
sets used to develop the specific concluded adjustment. Qualitative
factors may be considered in determining whether a company-specific risk
adjustment should be applied; however, quantitative support must also
be provided to support the amount of the adjustment (note: this type of
support should not include the valuation professional’s judgment or the
level of company-specific risk premiums observed in other valuations).
viii.The amount of country-specific risk adjustment (if applicable), the source
of the adjustment data (if applicable), and the rationale for selecting the
concluded adjustment (even if that adjustment is zero).
ix. Other significant assumptions should be clearly explained and documented
as well as other inputs that may apply depending on the models chosen by
the valuation professional.
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MPF – BV Guidance – Discount Rate Derivation –
Documentation
Requirements
(cont’d)
Contact
Information
• Cost of Debt
i. The source(s) of data used and the rationale for use of the
source(s) (for example, spot market YTM on bonds with a debt
rating commensurate with the credit-worthiness of the subject
entity).
ii. The rationale to support the selection of the pretax cost of
debt and any additional source documents
iii. The rationale for the statutory tax rate used to adjust the pretax
rate to an after tax rate.
• Capital Structure
i. The capital structures of the guideline public companies,
industry sector, or subject company and rationale for selection
of the time frame over which they are measured, as applicable.
ii. The market participant capital structure selected in the
calculation of the WACC and rationale for its selection.
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MPF – BV Guidance – Discount Rate Derivation –
Documentation
Requirements
(cont’d)
Contact
Information
i. When other discount rate models are used instead of
CAPM or WACC, the valuation professional must provide
within the work file details on:
a. the model specification,
b. inputs chosen and the sources of those inputs,
c. sub-methodological selections made, and
d. why, if applicable, any adjustments were made to the
model results
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MPF – Life for Projection Period – Documentation
RequirementsContact Information
•

A3.4.5 The valuation professional, at a minimum, must document in
writing within the work file, if applicable:
a. The rationale for the selected projection period
b. Support for the steady state cash flow to be used for the estimated
cash flows beyond the discrete cash flow period (for example,
comparisons to industry margins, growth rates, and so forth)
c. Support for ongoing growth or decline after the steady state cash
flow is reached.
d. The process and rationale for selecting the economic life of the
intangible asset, including consideration of market participant
assumptions
e. Rationale for selection of the specific ‘threshold’ or truncation
point used in the analysis
f.

If applicable, discussions with company management and company’s
auditors about materiality considerations
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Title of Presentation
Goes Here

Client Name
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Contact Information
Contact

Information

Raymond, Rath, CFA, ASA, CEIV
Managing Director
Globalview Advisors LLC
949 475 2808
rrath@globalviewadvisors.com
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Raymond Rath,
ASA, CEIV,
CFA Globalview Advisors
Contact
Information
 Ray is a Managing Director in the Irvine, California office of Globalview
Advisors. He has over 30 years of financial valuation expertise in the
valuation of businesses, securities interests, and intangible assets.
 Ray has performed valuation projects for financial (both US GAAP and
IFRS) and tax reporting, transactions, and litigation projects. In addition
to performing valuations, Ray has extensive experience in the review of
third-party and management prepared valuations.
 Ray has a wealth of experience in a wide range of industries. In recent
years, much of his work has focused on technology and Internet firms.
Other industries where he has significant project expertise include
consumer products, entertainment and media, food services, health
care, and manufacturing, in addition to early stage, rapid growth firms.
 Prior to joining Globalview Advisors in 2012, Ray was a Director in the
Valuation Services Practice at PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP. He was
also a Senior Manager in the Valuation Services Practice at KPMG LLP
and KPMG Consulting, Inc., as well as a Manager at Arthur Andersen &
Company.
 Ray received his MBA from the University of Southern California and his
BS in Business Administration, cum laude, from the University of
Kansas. He is an accredited senior Member of the American Society of
Appraisers (ASA) in the business and intangible assets valuation
disciplines as well as Appraisal Review and Management, and is also a
Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA).
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Open ItemsContact

Information

1. Examples / case studies
2. Taxable status
3. Prior transaction
4. Valuation guides / other resources
5. Different types of valuations and significant risk on trying to use for
different purposes
6. Adjustments
1. Normalization
2. Control
7. FMV and FV
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Open ItemsContact

Information

1. Transaction reliance
2. Control premiums
3. Capital structures
4. Fixed vs. variable costs
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